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1. Introduction

4. Minimization

The aim of the research is to use formal methods to model and reason about
interactive systems.
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If the system model is fc-deterministic, i.e. ∀σ : s0 =⇒
s and s0 =⇒
s0 =⇒
s ≈fc s0, then ≈fc gives full-control models.
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Minimization done with a variant of Paige-Tarjan algorithm.
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4. Operational Model

tasks model
Problems that can be addressed include:


Check wether a mental model is a good abstraction of a given system

Modelling:




Generate a user manual from a given mental model



Check whether user manual allow the user to execute all the user tasks



Extract part of the system relevant to the user regarding a set of user
tasks

User’s tasks modelleds as a set of LTSs: T = {T1, · · · , Tk }

Problem: Given a system model and tasks model, build an operational model
that is a model containing the relevant part of the system regarding the tasks.
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2. Full-Control Model

Tasks Model
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Modelling:
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System and mental models as LTSs: M = hS, L, s0, →i



Identifying and merging states of observations path



Action-based user interface: Lc (commands) ∪ Lo (observations) ∪{τ }



Merge states according to tasks hierarchy



Identifying hub states

Problem: Given a system model and an action-based user interface, find the
minimal mental model that allows to control the system:


Commands allowed by mental model are those available on system



Mental model allows at least observations producible by the system

5. Conclusion and further work

Approach: Defining an equivalence relation on the system’s states, then reducing the system wrt. that equivalence relation. s ≈fc t iff:
α
α
∀s =⇒
s0 : ∃t =⇒
t0 : s0 ≈fc t0
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Contributions:

(α ∈ Lc a command)



Full-control property, equivalence and minimization



Informal definition of operational model



∀s =⇒ s : ∃t =⇒ t0 =⇒ s0 ≈fc t0

(β ∈ Lo an observation)



ε
ε
∀s =⇒
s0 : ∃t =⇒
t0 =⇒ s0 ≈fc t0

(ε an empty trace)

Further work:

3. Vehicle Transmission System Example
Semi-automatic gearbox (Degani, 2007)
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Mode-preserving model



Integration information about system’s state



Formal definition of operational model
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